
B-STOCK CASE STUDY

Large Retailer Rethinks Liquidation 
to Streamline Inventory Sales Cycle 
Consolidate Warehouses

THE CHALLENGE

As part of its restructuring efforts, a leading integrated retailer began shrinking inventory volumes and closing 

facilities. This included downsizing from three returns warehouses to just one. They had been selling all returned, 

salvage, and overstock inventory to just 20 to 30 buyers via a weeks-long, manual process that resulted in clogged 

warehouses and inconsistent cash flow. With pressure mounting to move liquidation inventory fast while preserving 

recovery rates, the retailer’s reverse logistics team approached B-Stock with the following goals:

• Generate a consistent flow of inventory and cash

• Speed up the inventory sales cycle

• Help support warehouse consolidation goals
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ABOUT B-STOCK SOLUTIONS

B-Stock operates the world’s largest network of B2B marketplaces 

for unsold goods of all types, no matter the condition or amount.

Our platform connects major manufacturers and retailers directly 

to vetted secondary market buyers around the globe. 

Our account management team is made up of industry experts 

who provide daily support and auction strategy to help you move 

out your excess inventory quickly and efficiently. To learn how we 

can help, contact us today.

THE SOLUTION

THE RESULTS

B-Stock launched a data-driven, private B2B liquidation marketplace, enabling thousands of approved business 

buyers to bid directly on merchandise via online auctions. This immediately eliminated dependence on a small 

group of buyers. Even better, the auctions generated competition, driving up pricing. Auction best practices and 

demand-generation strategies were applied to help drive demand, including:

• Offering smaller lots: half and quarter truckloads are more accesible to many buyers

• Sorting lots by category: buyers will pay a premium to avoid  unpredictable “mixed lots”

• Category-specific marketing: B-Stock targets campaigns to drive the right buyers to bid

Since launching its B2B marketplace, the retailer increased its buyer base from ~25 to over 8,000, including 

thousands of category-specific buyers via targeted demand generation campaigns. The automated auction process 

has allowed the retailer to sell large volumes of merchandise quickly and effectively in less time. The inventory 

cycle decreased from approximately 40 days to about 17 and the warehouses were no longer packed beyond 

capacity.

B-Stock’s dedicated account managers meet with this partner weekly to review data and marketplace activity. This 

helps the retailer continuously adjust to the ever-changing market landscape by implementing new strategies, 

including:

• Separating lots by original MSRP

• Establishing clear condition codes

• Better packaging of goods

Within months of partnering with B-Stock, the retailer was able to achieve its consolidation goals: going from 

three returns warehouses down to one. What’s more, the returns warehouse has now become an official Returns 

Distribution Center with streamlined scheduling and shipping of inventory.

CONTACT B-STOCK

Ready to optimize your liquidation strategy? 

Contact us to learn how we can help.

https://bstock.com/sellers/enterprise/
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